Effects of food on metabolic regulation and disorders

Nestlé's work in food composition

Today, humans consume diets with remarkably diverse compositions. Nestlé has spent >100 years studying the quality and safety of food ingredients, including proteins and amino acids (from plant and animal sources), carbohydrates (glucose, simple sugars, complex polymers of different sugar backbones and polysaccharides), lipids (triacylglycerols as fats and oils from plants and animals, complex membrane lipids and sterols), poly-nucleotides, nucleic and organic acids, and vitamins and alcohols, as well as the secondary metabolites of plants and microorganisms, including carotenoids, flavonoids, anthocyanins, complex polysaccharides, oligosaccharides and conjugates. However, studying these components as isolated ingredients does not necessarily provide the means to understand complex foods. Nestlé is therefore applying its world-leading scientific expertise in food structure and nutrition to understand diet and metabolic health.

The challenges to understanding the implications of food composition for metabolic regulation are encyclopaedic, yet some important principles can be discerned. Depending on the dose, all dietary components affect metabolism and metabolic regulation to some extent. Nestlé research has found that varying amino acids in different proteins affects their metabolism and processes as diverse as glucose metabolism, insulin sensitivity, adipose regulation and food-intake control, and that varying the fat composition affects lipid metabolism, glucose metabolism and insulin resistance. Different simple sugars (such as glucose and fructose) and their polymers (both digestible, such as starch and glycogen, and indigestible, such as oligosaccharides) produce varying metabolic responses. Finally, non-essential exogenous plant and microbial metabolites, ranging from simple organic acids, amines and polyamines to flavonoids and pigments, interact with human metabolic regulation.

On the basis of our research, we believe that no single food component can be understood in isolation. The overall balance of foods within the context of a particular individual (with regards to factors such as lifestyle and age) can be appropriate or deleterious to health. Furthermore, health itself varies and dietary compositions that are balanced in one metabolic situation might be unbalanced in another. For example, a diet that fuels the metabolism of a performance athlete for long endurance events could be deleterious to an overweight sedentary individual who is developing insulin resistance. The problem is yet more complex, as foods with the same basic compositions have different metabolic effects depending on their structures. Although the nutrition community as a whole is pursuing the role of diet composition in metabolic health, few researchers are establishing the role of food structure in scientific detail. It is clear that this area needs more investigation. Nestlé is therefore actively pursuing this goal.

Nestlé's work in food structure

We now know a great deal about the basic biomaterial properties of foods and their complex structures. Unfortunately, little is known about the relationships between complex food structure and gut physiology. Food ingredients consist of the molecules of agricultural commodities (that is, cultivated plants and livestock) and their supramolecular structures, both of which can be altered by processing (Fig. 1).

Food structures influence metabolic processes in the humans who consume them, but we are only just beginning to understand how. The ligands of minerals, associations of biopolymers, colloidal states of lipids and integrity of cellular plant materials all affect the dynamics of digestion, gut sensing and signalling systems, and the absorption and bioavailability of nutrients, substrates, fuels and bioactive molecules.

Structures that are formed spontaneously by the components of food within the intestine also affect digestion. Understanding the molecular processes of self assembly involves a practical application of the field of nanoscience. As an example, the basic food polymers, proteins and polysaccharides, are thermodynamically incompatible in aqueous solution and spontaneously separate into two discrete phases: a protein-rich aqueous phase and a carbohydrate-rich aqueous phase. How these discrete phases form, guide digestion and dissociate within the intestine remain poorly understood.
One question that begs asking is “Is food structure beneficial to health?” — in other words, is it better to digest and absorb food components rapidly from a simple homogeneous fluid or slowly from a complex organized matrix? This could take decades of comparative studies to answer. However, it is also possible to look to evolution for clues. Nestlé has spent many years studying human milk, which evolved under the constant Darwinian selective pressure to provide complete nutrition to infants. Milk is an obligate fluid secreted from the mammary gland, and might therefore be expected to be a non-structured source of rapidly released nutrients. In fact, studies have shown that most of its components are delivered conversly slowly by the infant’s intestinal absorption processes — in some cases ingeniously so. The major milk protein casein is easily digested by infant proteases due to its lack of secondary structure. Additionally, it has extraordinary capacities to physically propel, mechanically manipulate, enzymatically digest and actively absorb nutrients from even the most intractable biological matrices. Its quantitative capacity for transport and absorption is even more impressive considering how selective this process is. Interestingly, the absorption of calorie rich, nonessential components (including lipids, carbohydrates, proteins and even alcohol) is not downregulated by the intestine regardless of the state of energy excess. All of these processes require the coordinated regulation of considerable genetic investment along the intestine.

The ability to sense nutrients was a requirement of simple organisms early in cellular evolution. Yet taste and smell are only a part of the overall signalling induced by foods. Not surprisingly, in addition to its digestive and absorptive functions, the gastrointestinal tract plays a role in sensing and signalling as part of the physiology of energy metabolism. Nutrient ingestion generates afferent signals from the gastrointestinal tract to the brain that adjust food intake, and glucose and energy metabolism.

**Nestlé’s interest in the gut**

The human gastrointestinal tract is an inspiring organ (Figs 2,3) with prodigious length, surface area, cellular diversity, signalling capacity and metabolic activity. It is the largest immune organ and the second largest neurological organ in humans. It harbours 10 times more bacterial cells than all the cells in the rest of the human body combined. Additionally, it has extraordinary capacities to physically propel, mechanically manipulate, enzymatically digest and actively absorb nutrients from even the most intractable biological matrices. Its quantitative capacity for transport and absorption is even more impressive considering how selective this process is. Interestingly, the absorption of calorie rich, nonessential components (including lipids, carbohydrates, proteins and even alcohol) is not downregulated by the intestine regardless of the state of energy excess. All of these processes require the coordinated regulation of considerable genetic investment along the intestine.

**Nestlé’s attention to energy metabolism**

Energy metabolism and its appropriate regulation are a prerequisite for good health. Understanding how energy is stored and utilized in healthy conditions, as well as those of energy-balance deregulation (such as obesity and type 2 diabetes), is a focus of Nestlé’s current research. This knowledge is being applied in infants to prevent predispositions towards fat gain and type 2 diabetes later in life, in adults to aid weight loss and promote weight maintenance, and in individuals of all ages to prevent the complications of obesity (that is, insulin resistance and diabetes).

The growing prevalence of obesity has renewed our interest in understanding the role...
of dietary factors (including lipids, proteins and carbohydrates) as early determinants of childhood obesity\textsuperscript{11}, as well as the predisposition to diet-induced metabolic disorders in adulthood. Nestlé research addresses targets including proteins in infants\textsuperscript{12} and excessive carbohydrate intakes in adults\textsuperscript{13} using models ranging from healthy humans to cell cultures\textsuperscript{14}. The act of eating promotes energy consumption, and the thermic effects of food itself and energy expenditure are important to overall energy metabolism.

**Nestlé’s focus on individual variations in metabolic state and dietary responses**

Although a disturbingly high percentage of the population suffers from metabolic disorders, it is notable that many individuals in the same environment do not. Why do some people accommodate their metabolic regulation to variations in diet and lifestyle? We are actively working to combine imaging and metabolic profiling as the cornerstone for future health assessment (Fig. 4). If people vary in their responses to diet, we need to know how scientifically.

Nutrigenomics is beginning to assign the genetic basis of differences in human responses to diet\textsuperscript{15}. However, genotype is not the only way in which individuals within a population differ with respect to dietary responses. Diet itself, lifestyle, life stage and health status all influence dietary requirements and metabolic responses to foods. Metabolic disorders cause changes in physiological states and perturb normal responses to diet, as do...

---

**Figure 2**

Cells within the stomach, proximal small intestine, distal ileum and colon all sample the gut. Complex meals induce the secretion of cocktails of peptides to digest and absorb nutrients. The integration of the various control systems that signal ingested calories, control meal size, signal adiposity and give pertinent input throughout the brain is still far from being understood. The thickness of rows indicates the intensity of peptide secretion. An upward pointing arrow (↑) indicates that the release of the gut peptide is increased by the specified food or nutrients. A downward pointing arrow (↓) indicates that secretion of the gut peptide is decreased by the specified food or nutrients. CNS, central nervous system.
the intensity, duration and frequency of exercise, as well as stress. Throughout history, humans have shown a remarkable ability to adapt and survive in differing environments. Modern humans are exposed to a variety of diets and willingly engage in extremes of physical activity, ranging from being relatively sedentary to highly active.

The environment that an individual is exposed to can alter the expression of genes, in some cases for long periods of time. Genetic imprinting, programming or, more generally, metabolic memory can alter the physiological responses of an individual to different lifestyles and diets. Food choices early in life can potentiate genetic predispositions — that is, induce epigenetic susceptibility to particular diseases, including hypertension, obesity and diabetes. Nestlé research has also demonstrated the benefits of adaptive responses to various environments, including athletic training, which in turn affects the value of diets tailored to an athlete’s unique metabolic demands.

Nestlé’s vision for assessing individual metabolic states

Humans differ in their metabolism, responses to diets and predispositions to metabolic disorders. Is it possible to measure these differences and act upon them? Biomarkers of diseases as clinical diagnostics are a cornerstone of disease management. Yet such markers rely on the presence of a diseased state. Preventing metabolic disorders before they damage health will require a new generation of diagnostics or metabolic assessors that are accurate enough to measure the varying metabolic status of healthy individuals, and to guide their dietary and lifestyle choices.

Measuring genotype alone cannot determine existing, or predict future, metabolic health. The alternative is to measure metabolism directly. Nestlé research has pioneered the applications of metabolic profiling to nutrition. Mass spectrometry combined with various high-throughput separation techniques can identify thousands of metabolites and complete networks as a step towards human metabolomics. If metabolites could be measured quantitatively in individuals, a person’s status could be compared to that of the healthy population and their own history, thereby achieving a fundamental change in the routine assessment of personal health. Measures of metabolites and peptides, including those responsible for gastrointestinal sensing and metabolic signalling, could be fitted to models and used to assign individual alterations to biochemical pathways regardless of whether they were caused by genetic variation or environmental effects. Nestlé and its academic and industrial partners are developing much needed high-throughput technologies to enable the scientific community to assemble large legacy databases appropriate for data mining, in order to more fully understand metabolic disorders, and their progression, regression and ultimate prevention.

We appreciate that using metabolic profiling to build knowledge that will monitor and guide individual health raises important issues. The first is quantitation — specifically, accuracy and precision. Currently, there are insufficient standards to routinely quantify the hundreds of metabolites that even a minimal approach to health status measurement would require. The second is the importance of context — that is, annotating the subjects who are the sources of the metabolic data. Rather than biasing the outcome by including only diseased individuals and disease endpoints, multiple aspects of health (such as physiological, neurological, genetic, anatomical, behavioural, cognitive and other dimensions in normal individuals) should be included. The third concerns food itself. If food structure is important to metabolic health, it must be described. If response to diet is critical to metabolic health, it must be measured. Metabolism must be assessed not simply in the fasted state but also in the fed or postprandial phase; the changes in metabolism during this phase reflect the capacity of an individual to process a meal through the complex regulation of sensing, digestion, absorption and signalling, all of which are involved in energy homeostasis. The molecular imaging technologies that are revolutionizing clinical medicine hold great promise to complement research on food and its physical dynamics in the gut with research on metabolism and the measurement of metabolic profiles.

Nestlé’s work in determining food as a solution to metabolic disorders

The power of nutrition research and food processing to solve health problems is illustrated by the successes in identifying essential nutrients, recognizing their absolute requirements, and retaining, enriching and fortifying the food supply to prevent deficiency diseases. However, metabolic disorders will need different solutions.

Nestlé’s food and nutrition research is tackling metabolic disorders and considering all possible strategies that might reverse the devastating consequences of unbalanced diets. Of course, food is involved in metabolic disorders — it is the fuel of metabolism. Yet a great deal of scientific knowledge about food and metabolism is lacking. The Nestlé Research Center has long recognized that science is best pursued as a collaborative enterprise. We have therefore engaged the research community through hundreds of collaborations, consortia and taskforces. To address metabolism and its consequences, Nestlé has actively collaborated with more than 1,000 scientists and 100 academic institutions over the past decade. Nestlé has taken an active role in bringing together researchers in basic metabolism and those at the forefront of nutritional research by hosting annual international nutrition symposia in Lausanne. The outcomes of these symposia have promoted scientific networks, stimulated collaborations and helped to guide research visions. Following the first symposium on “Personalizing Diet and Health”, scientific consensus concluded that human health assessment was becoming

---

**Figure 3** Transversal nutrient sensing mechanisms in the gut

The gastrointestinal tract responds to changes in its luminal contents, and the gut wall also senses the bacterial population. In response, the enteric nervous system secretes >20 hormones. The enteric nervous system, which comprises >108 neurons and 70–80% of the body’s immune cells, achieves bacterial sensing, mechanical (osmotic stimuli, heat and acidity) sensing, luminal (apical membrane of epithelial cells) sensing and cellular sensing; in addition, after transcellular or paracellular passage, it achieves sensing of ion channels (direct gating), metabolic signals or cues and G-protein receptors, and integration of luminal sensing (neuroendocrine cells → gut brain signalling) and immune cells → immune signalling.
necessary. After the second symposium, entitled “The Next Energy Crisis: Metabolic Health”, it became clear that aggressive steps were needed to manage individuals with existing metabolic disorders. Nestlé is currently working to extend this strategy to prevent metabolic disorders before they occur.

The implications of metabolic disorders for long-term health, as identified by scientific research, confirmed by clinical evidence and interpreted by scientific experts, are alarming. Those individuals who are at risk of metabolic disorders need to know so and early. This is the role of public health. Nestlé is now looking to address the critical challenges raised by this knowledge. Once assessed, how will individuals choose foods with the dietary compositions, structures and quantities that are appropriate? How can the complex agricultural and food marketplace change to provide them? There will be no simple solutions. Unquestionably, greater knowledge of foods, and their compositions and biological effects, will be needed. The diversity in the marketplace that is available for individuals with metabolic health needs is committed to providing the scientific research and technologies necessary to meet this challenge.
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